Spring Turkey Bonus Harvest Authorization
During the first week of sales, bonus spring turkey harvest authorizations will not display on your terminal
until sales begin at 10:00 am on the sale date. Customer must be present to purchase except parents may
purchase for their kids under 18.
•

Customer Catalog. Select the Hunt/Trap tab. Select the Spring Turkey Bonus Harvest Authorization

•

Harvest Authorization choices. Select the Management Zone and Time Period the customer asks
for. The drop-down list will display the turkey management units available (you may see some units
that are indicated as sold out and cannot be selected). Required: If the customer has not yet
purchased their spring turkey or patron license, they must choose a license at this time. The selected
license will include the required turkey stamp. Select and add to cart.

•

Shopping Cart. Checkout, confirm payment, and have the customer sign. Make sure to confirm the
zone and time period before finalizing the purchase.
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•

Printing. The printed documents will display the turkey license, stamp, and the harvest authorization,
with zone and time period listed. Give all printed documents to the customer. Check that the zone
and time period are correct.

Turkey License

Harvest authorization

Q: Who can purchase a Spring Turkey leftover harvest authorization?
A: A customer may only purchase a harvest authorization for themselves or for their own minor children
(under 18). Adults must be present at the agent to purchase their own. Customers may purchase a
leftover regardless if they received one in the Spring Turkey drawing.
Q: Can a customer purchase a harvest authorization for another person?
A: A customer may only purchase a harvest authorization for themselves or for their own minor children
(under 18). Adults must be present at the agent to purchase.
Q: How many harvest authorizations can a customer purchase?
A: They can purchase one bonus harvest authorization per unit per day until the requested unit is sold
out.
Q: What if a customer wants to purchase other licenses along with their leftover turkey harvest
authorization?
A: The leftover turkey harvest authorization will not show up on the license terminal until exactly 10:00
am during the first week of sales. After that first week they are on sale 24/7. The customer is encouraged
to purchase all other licenses prior to 10:00 in order to minimize the wait time for other customers.
Q: A customer wants a harvest authorization for zone X, time period X, but it does not show up on the
terminal screen.
A: There are three possible reasons why this would happen. 1) That particular unit and/or time zone has
been sold out. 2) The customer already purchased a leftover the same day. 3) It may not be the sale date
for that zone (for example, during the first week, Zone 1 goes on sale on Monday, but will not be available
again until Saturday, when all zones go on sale
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